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AFL Results 

 
MARIST COLLEGE vs Iona College – Saturday 19 March 2022 
 

TEAM Best and Fairest 
Iona 6A 6.9.45 

def. 
MCA 6A 2.6.18 

3 – Zander Bird 
2 – Eamon Reeves 
1 – Cormac Deady 

Iona 6B 4.8.32 
def. 

MCA 6B 4.4.28 

3 – James McGahan 
2 – William Thomas 

1 – Cooper Chapman 
Iona 7.12.54 

def. 
MCA 6C 4.2.26 

3 – Ale Romano 
2 – Harry Player 

1 – Christian Manning 
  

Iona 5A 6.8.44 
def. 

MCA 5A 5.4.34 

3 – George Player 
2 – Jimmy Corbett 
1 – Jimmy Travers 

MCA 5B 36 
def. 

Iona 18 

3 – Declan Mulqueen 
2 – Sonny Spencer 

1 – Matt Higgins 
MCA 5C 7.4.46 

def. 
Iona 5C 4.3.27 

3 – Jake Moule 
2 – Oliver Imlay 

1 – Kobe Summers 
 

Around the Grounds  

 
 
6A 
A truly gutsy performance by the boys under extremely tough circumstances. Cormac kicked the ‘Goal of 
the Year’ as he blazed down the wing and stepped two defenders, before slotting it from the right pocket.  
 
6B 
The team played exceptionally well today. Leading for the entire game but unfortunately lost the lead in the 
last few minutes. Special shout-out goes to Jameson McGahan, his pack marks were brilliant today. 
William Thomas as always made some great tackles while Cooper Chapman kicked some superb goals 
today. 
 
6C 
A strong defensive display and accurate goal kicking in the second quarter had the boys only trailing by 4 
points at half. Although we ran out of gas in the fourth quarter, the boys showed a lot of Marist spirit to stay 
in the game. The quick ball movement from half-back to the forward line highlighted how much the team 
had improved since Round 1.  
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5A 
Despite only playing 3 games prior to the last round, the boys showed drastic improvement from Villanova 
in Round 1 to the last round against Iona. Although they couldn’t get the win the boys fought hard all day 
even finding the lead early in the last quarter. Iona eventually scored two goals in the last but the boys can 
proud of the way they fought their way back into the game. 
 
5B 
What a great end to the season. The boys played out of their skin against a very competitive Iona side. This 
game was not easy - the boys had to adapt to a new way of tackling and other interesting rules. I truly 
believe this win came from every single player on the team, but I would like to especially congratulate our 
very strong core midfield who played a major part in our success. The boys have undoubtably improved 
their skills and knowledge of the game across this season which was particularly showcased in this game. 
Boys, good luck with your other sporting endeavours for 2022. It was a pleasure coaching you and I hope 
you all had as much fun as I did. 
 
5C 
Excellent win to cap off the season. The boys played exceptionally and it was great to see all the hard work 
from the season come together. The boys were an absolute privilege to coach and their hard work all 
season has done myself and their school proud. 
 
 


